
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It ___________________ into two compartments by a wall.1. (divide)

Everything ________________________________ out.2. (forgive/and/blot)

But my vow _________________; the race shall cease from off the earth.3.
(give)

We ___________________ as a committee to see you about it.4. (choose)

The wisdom of our sages and blood of our heroes
____________________ to their attainment.
5.

(devote)

You know nothing of business, and you are ignorant of the suspicions to
which my integrity ___________________.
6.

(expose)

The men ____________________ justly, they have had fair wages, we
have always been ready to listen to complaints.
7.

(treat)

Indeed, except in two or three instances, space _________________ too
limited to allow of more than an occasional reference to the opinions of
modern scholars.

8.

(find)

For this reason it ____________________ by the editors.9. (select)

The enemy ____________________, and we are alone in safety.10.
(repulse)

These two volumes _______________________ into one in the
recollection of our friend.
11.

(confound)

A purposeful selection ________________ throughout.12. (make)

His Irish policy ___________________ by events.13. (refute)

It ____________________ that a circle, or the outline of a sphere, is one
of the most difficult of all lines to draw.
14.

(object)
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Since the above letter was written the following proclamation
__________________.
15.

(issue)

Your father's fraud ___________________ on you and your family.16. (visit)

I __________________ up as much as a silver tea-kettle.17. (lock)

My life ________________________ in that way, but the speculations of
late years seem to have taken a turn, for which I cannot account.
18.

(not/occupy)

Indeed that place ____________________ it by the most competent
critics both of this country and abroad.
19.

(assign)

For more than a century they and their descendants
__________________________ for the useful and important part they have
taken in every matter deeply associated with the best interests of the country.

20.

(distinguish)
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